LOCAL RULES: In addition to the 2019 Official Guide to the Rules of Golf as approved by the R&A and USGA and their interpretations and clarifications, the MHSAA Golf Rules and Conditions (Hard Card), the Condition of Competition for all MHSAA championships, the following Local Rules shall be in effect:

Format: 36 Holes Stroke Play for team and individual competitions. 18 holes determines a complete tournament if inclement weather exists.

Tees: Play will be from the GREEN tees.

Out of Bounds: Defined by the inside edge of perimeter fence posts and white lines or stakes if present. On hole #13, behind and to the right, the stakes defines out of bounds tying into the stakes going down hole #5. On #18 the inside edge of the curb of the cart path behind the green defines out of bounds and it ties in with the white stakes that are present on each side of path.

Ground Under Repair: Defined by freshly painted white lines.

Obstructions: Cart paths, dirt extensions of cart paths and utility boxes are included as immovable obstructions.

Integral Part of the Course: The retaining wall around #1 tee is an integral part of the course. Ball must be played as it lies or the player may invoke Rule 19, ball unplayable.

Elevated Power Lines: If a ball, as the result of a stroke, strikes the pole supporting power lines OR the power lines themselves during play of a hole, the stroke must be canceled and the player must play a ball as nearly as possible at the spot from which the original ball was played. NOTE: the supporting pole or the power lines MUST be on the course for the above to be applicable.

Scorecards: Player must return to the scoring area with all players in their group, immediately upon completion of their round. Scoring will be done on the MHSAA app.

Tie Breaker: See the instructions as outlined in the MHSAA guide.

Play Well and Have Fun!

Text or Call Craig Reading if you have any rules question while playing your round

248-763-7627

And explain what hole you are on and what part of the hole